
The Costs of Not Keeping 
Your SEO Strategy Current



Hello.
Search engine optimization, more commonly known as SEO, is a valuable business tool, 
and companies that are actively working to improve their SEO strategies find the 
long-term rewards well worth the effort.  In today's online age, your brand's website 
needs to be fully search optimized so your business is found when and where your 
potential customers are searching. According to HubSpot, search engines are typically 
the first place most consumers begin their buying journey, with 91% of US internet users 
searching online every month. Without a solid SEO foundation, none of your marketing 
initiatives will live up to their full potential.

A strategic SEO program can generate:
➔ Search Visibility
➔ Increased Traffic
➔ Customer Retention & Loyalty
➔ Brand Awareness
➔ Cost Effectiveness

SEO's value also lies in its transparency and ability to generate documented 
improvements over time. If you're not seeing improving results from your SEO strategy, 
outdated tactics or weak SEO implementation could be to blame. Those outdated 
strategies could be costing you.

➔ Enhanced Site Usability
➔ Integrated Marketing Success
➔ Trust & Credibility
➔ Measurable ROI



Likely the most obvious cost of not keeping up-to-date with SEO strategies is a decrease in organic search visibility. 
In April 2015, companies who didn’t boast mobile-friendly websites experienced this cost first-hand during 
Mobilegeddon. While Google was clear about these changes months earlier, many companies ignored these 
important SEO ranking factors and ultimately suffered.

SEO factors and criteria change over time for a reason. Search engines are constantly looking to improve in order 
to create a better user experience. Although many are minor, Google alone changes its search algorithm 500-600 
times each year. If you're tasked with your brand's online performance, you need to understand that user 
experience and SEO are closely intertwined and poor SEO will ultimately impact your overall user experience. If 
you're not being found on the search engines, or your website is not optimized to funnel people through the 
buying cycle, they are going to get frustrated and choose one of your competitors instead.

1. Decreased search visibility

2. Poor user experience

http://www.forbes.com/sites/jaysondemers/2015/05/11/5-lessons-we-learned-from-mobilegeddon/#6adaec7b1db4
https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2015/02/finding-more-mobile-friendly-search.html
http://blogs.wsj.com/digits/2015/07/15/googles-mobilegeddon-was-a-big-deal-after-all/
https://moz.com/google-algorithm-change
https://moz.com/google-algorithm-change


No matter what search engine algorithm changes or SEO trends are coming, frequently updated, engaging and 
educational content will always be a necessity. Assuming that SEO is a one-time magic fix is a big mistake, and this 
mindset will cost you in the long run as your customers seek their hot-off-the-press information and updates 
elsewhere.

Even if your customers are fine with cobwebs (a rarity), search engines like Google certainly aren’t. Expect your 
digital relevancy and ranking to drop over time with outdated content.

If you don’t think the latest SEO strategies or trends are something your business needs to be involved with, ask 
yourself this question: Are my competitors doing it? 
If the answer is…

➔ YES: Then it is incredibly important you stay ahead of the game and keep your website optimized and 
updated. If your competitor is always one step ahead online, they will always be the more trusted brand, 
generating more traffic, sales and conversions.  

➔ NO: Then you have a great opportunity to turn things up a notch and standout in your market. Does your 
competitor not have mobile-friendly content? Perfect. Update your website so that you do, and enjoy the 
benefits of making your business more accessible to search engines and customers. The more you 
do to optimize your online presence, the farther ahead you can get and stay. 

3. Outdated content

4. Falling behind competitors



Finding the right partner

SEO used to be a game of finding the right keywords, using them the perfect number of times in exactly the right 
spot and creating (or buying) links across the web. The days of gaming the search engines with those tactics have 
come and gone. From the technical details of how your domain is registered, to your site's hierarchy and mobile 
friendliness, to how well optimized and linked your content is, SEO is as challenging, and as important as ever. 
When you're evaluating a potential SEO agency, or are wary of the "results" your current agency is delivering, be 
sure to ask these questions:
➔ What results can we expect from your team?  How will we know you've been 

successful?
➔ How will you keep me informed of changes happening on my website?
➔ Please share your client testimonials and references.
➔ Have you had clients penalized by Google or other search engines? What for?
➔ Is your work done in house, or outsourced?
➔ How does your SEO strategy integrate with our other marketing initiatives?

For even more help in selecting the right online marketing partner, check out another free 
resource from our team: How to Choose the Right Online Marketing Agency

http://www.epower.com/download-choose-right-online-marketing-agency?utm_source=Content%20Offer&utm_campaign=Costs%20Outdated%20SEO
http://www.epower.com/download-choose-right-online-marketing-agency?utm_source=Content%20Offer&utm_campaign=Costs%20Outdated%20SEO


E-Power Marketing has been generating the traffic, leads, and sales our clients deserve since 1998.

We amplify our clients’ marketing and sales efforts by becoming their online marketing partner and working 
with all aspects of their digital presence, from SEO and online advertising to social media, content 
marketing, and so much more to meet and exceed their business goals.

ABOUT 

E-Power Marketing 
consulting@epower.com | www.epower.com | 920.303.1244

mailto:consulting@epower.com
http://www.epower.com/consultation-request?utm_source=Content%20Offer&utm_campaign=Holiday%20CRO%20Prep
http://www.epower.com/consultation-request?utm_source=Content%20Offer&utm_campaign=Costs%20Outdated%20SEO

